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Life in the Forest Outline

Big Idea
	 Forests	are	diverse	communities	made	up	of	living	things	that	depend	on	each	other	for	
survival.

Essential Questions
•	 In	what	ways	are	forest	communities	like	human	communities?
•	 How	and	why	do	forest	communities	change	over	time?
•	 How	are	plants	and	animals	adapted	for	survival	in	different	forests	communities?

Vocabulary
•	 Climax	community—the	final	stage	of	natural	succession,	a	mature	community	resis-

tant	to	disturbance
•	 Community—a	group	of	interdependent	organisms	of	different	species	growing	or	

living	together	in	a	specified	habitat
•	 Consumer—an	organism	that	feeds	on	other	organisms,	or	on	material	derived	from	

them
•	 Decomposition—the	process	by	which	dead	organisms	are	broken	down	and	returned	

to	the	soil
•	 Diversity—the	presence	of	many	different	species	within	an	ecosystem.	Succession	

and	the	recovery	of	an	ecosystem	depends	upon	diversity	succession—the	progressive	
change	in	an	ecological	community	until	a	climax	community	is	reached.

•	 Habitat—the	area	or	environment	where	an	organism	or	ecological	community	nor-
mally	lives	or	occurs

•	 Life	cycle—the	stages	of	life	through	which	an	organism	passes	from	birth	to	death
•	 Pioneer—a	species	which	is	first	to	colonize	an	area	sometimes	after	a	major	distur-

bance.	Lichens	are	pioneer	species	on	rocks.	Some	pioneer	species	are	small	plants	like	
tall	grasses	that	begin	to	grow	after	disturbance.

•	 Predator—an	organism	that	lives	by	preying	on	other	organisms	producer—an	or-
ganism	that	can	produce	its	own	food	through	photosynthesis;	almost	all	plants	are	
producers

•	 Prey—an	animal	that	is	hunted	and	eaten	by	another	for	food

Lesson Outline
•	 Introduction:	Forest	Succession
•	 Life	of	a	Tree
•	 Show	Me
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•	 Community	Find
•	 Plant	Personification
•	 Animals	in	the	Forest

Optional Activities
•	 Earthworms,	Shrews,	and	Owls
•	 The	Lorax
•	 Dead	Log	Succession
•	 Identifying	Trees	with	a	Key
•	 Camouflage
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Life in the Forest Activities

INTRODUCTION: FOREST SUCCESSION
		 30	Minutes

		 Tell	the	students	that	for	the	next	few	hours	they	will	be	visiting	a	
community	that	is	similar	to	their	own	yet	different	in	many	ways.	Ask	
the	students	for	a	definition	of	community.	(an	interacting	population	
of	various	kinds	of	individuals)	Today	they	will	investigate	the	forest	
community	and	get	to	know	its	members	and	how	they	interact.	What	
are	some	of	the	components	that	make	up	the	forest	community?	Tell	
the	students	they	will	first	look	at	the	plant	members,	and	then	later	
investigate	how	animals	fit	into	the	community.	Go	to	a	place	where	you	
can	find	a	large	rock	covered	with	lichens	and	perhaps	mosses.	Good	
locations	include	areas	along	the	river	or	a	cliff	outcrop.	In	this	activity	
you	will	be	walking	to	different	areas	around	Tremont	that	display	the	
concept	of	natural	succession.

	 Have	everyone	take	a	close	look	at	the	lichen	on	the	rock.	Are	there	
different	kinds?	How	many	different	types	can	be	found?	
	 How	can	this	fungus	survive	on	this	rock	without	soil?	Explain	that	
it	is	actually	a	combination	of	organisms:	a	microscopic	algae	living	with	
a	fungus.	These	organisms	live	together,	with	the	algae	providing	food	
for	both	organisms	through	photosynthesis	and	the	fungus	protecting	
the	algae	and	preventing	water	loss.	When	two	organisms	live	together	
and	each	help	the	other,	it	is	called	a	symbiotic	relationship.	The	lichen	
is	termed	a	pioneer	species	because	it	can	colonize	new	places	that	other	
plants	cannot.	Equate	this	term	to	the	type	of	pioneers	with	which	they	
are	familiar.	The	rock	plays	host	to	the	lichens	and	offers	a	substrate	
(surface	to	attach	and	grow	upon)	for	the	lichen.
	 Explain	that	as	lichen	grows,	the	leafy	nature	of	the	growth	traps	
small	sediments	blowing	on	the	wind.	Over	a	long	period	of	time,	these	
sediments	build	up	and	as	lichens	die	and	decay,	it	forms	a	thin	layer	
of	soil.	Lichens	also	produce	fungal	hyphae,	which	are	small	threads	of	
the	fungus	portion	of	lichen	growth.	These	hyphae	can	grow	between	
mineral	crystals	and	loosen	the	particles.	The	hyphae	can	also	swell	and	
contract	with	freeze/thaw	cycles	breaking	apart	the	rock.	This	soil	can	
then	host	plants	such	as	mosses,	ferns	and	small	seedlings	of	trees	and	
other	plants.	Plant	roots	work	their	way	into	small	cracks	in	the	rock	
and	as	they	grow,	they	expand.	This	expansion	eventually	breaks	apart	
the	rock	like	a	wedge.	Pooling	water	and	water	that	seeps	into	cracks	
can	freeze	and	thaw	thus	helping	to	break	the	rock	into	smaller	pieces.	
Can	they	find	any	of	these	plants	on	the	rock?
	 Ask	the	students	what	this	rock	will	look	like	in	several	thousand	
years.	(If	the	process	is	not	interrupted,	it	will	have	broken	down	and	
become	a	part	of	the	soil.)	

Lead In

Procedures
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	 Explain	that	the	process	of	succession	is	also	very	gradual.	It	is	a	
process	that	takes	a	very	long	time.	One	way	to	observe	the	process	of	
succession	taking	place	is	to	go	to	different	areas	of	the	forest,	which	are	
in	different	stages	of	this	process.
	 Define	succession	as	a	series	of	changes	that	a	community	undergoes	
until	a	climax	community	suitable	for	that	particular	area	is	attained.	
(Community: all the living things associated with a particular area and inter-
acting with one another. Climax community: the final or stable community in 
a successional series that is more or less in equilibrium with existing environ-
mental conditions.)
	 Now	have	the	students	speculate	about	what	types	of	plants	might	
move	in	after	the	moss	has	changed	its	environment	by	living	there	
for	many	years.	Accept	answers	of	ferns,	grasses,	and	small	flowering	
plants.
	 Go	to	the	open	field	by	Tremont.	Ask	the	students	to	look	around	at	
the	mown	grassy	fields.	Have	the	students	take	note	of	the	differences	
in	the	rock	community	and	the	field	community.	How	many	different	
types	of	plants	can	they	find	in	the	field?
	 Look	at	the	soil.	What	is	it	like?	Is	it	just	rock	pieces,	or	are	there	
more	organic	components	to	it?	(Organic: pertaining to living things or 
things that once were living like wood, leaves, etc.)
	 If	Tremont	were	to	stop	cutting	this	grass,	what	might	it	look	like	in	
six	years?
	 Go	to	the	area	where	the	sweetgum	trees	are	growing	in	the	old	field.	
This	area	used	to	be	mowed	as	well.	It	looks	a	lot	different	now.
	 What	type	of	trees	colonized	this	open	field?	(sweetgum)	Have	the	
students	wander	around	to	see	if	they	can	find	evidence	of	any	other	
trees	starting	to	grow	here.	Does	it	look	like	the	forest	is	starting	to	take	
over	this	grassy	field?
	 Speculate	as	to	what	this	old	field	will	look	like	in	10	more	years.	In	
50	years?	In	500	years?
	 Now	go	into	the	forest.	Have	the	students	take	note	of	the	differences	
in	the	forest	and	the	sweet	gum	old	field.	Make	them	aware	of	the	dif-
ferences	in	sunlight,	humidity,	temperature,	etc.	What	does	the	ground	
cover	consist	of?	How	many	different	types	of	plants	can	be	found?	Are	
there	more	types	of	trees?
	 Ask	the	students	to	define	a	climax	community,	and	discuss	this	con-
cept	again.	This	is	the	type	of	community	that	can	maintain	itself	over	
the	years.
	 Ask	the	students	if	the	final	stage	in	succession,	or	climax	stage,	is	
the	same	everywhere.	Would	they	be	able	to	see	the	same	forested	cli-
max	community	on	the	Alaskan	tundra	that	is	seen	here	in	the	Smokies?	
What	about	in	the	tropics?	(No;	each	of	these	areas	has	its	own	unique	
climax	community,	which	is	stable	under	the	area’s	particular	environ-
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mental	conditions.)
	 Explain	that	even	in	the	Smokies	there	are	several	types	of	climax	
communities	and	forests	in	the	process	of	succession.	Can	the	students	
name	some?	Here	in	the	Smokies	people	can	visit	the	cove	hardwood	
forests,	the	beech	gaps,	the	pine/oak	forests,	the	spruce/fir	forests,	and	
others.	Each	of	these	forests	is	located	at	a	different	elevation	or	in	a	dif-
ferent	type	of	terrain,	and	each	houses	certain	types	of	animals.
	 Explain	that	this	climax	forest,	whatever	its	type,	is	fairly	stable	and	
will	maintain	itself	for	many	years	unless	something	like	fire,	man’s	
disturbance,	or	an	unnatural	event	upsets	it.	This	is	happening	now	in	
the	spruce/fir	forest	on	the	highest	peaks	in	the	Smokies.	An	introduced	
insect,	the	balsam	woolly	adelgid,	is	killing	the	fir	trees	and	we	cannot	
stop	it.	That	forest	is	in	the	process	of	change	due	to	an	unnatural	com-
munity	invader.

	 Explain	that	this	process	of	succession	is	a	difficult	one	to	observe	
because	people	cannot	see	much	of	it	happen	in	a	single	lifetime.	But	
the	forest	community	does	change,	and	they	have	already	successfully	
investigated	several	stages	of	this	process.
	 Review	the	stages	of	succession	that	the	students	investigated:	bare	
rock	with	lichen,	open	grassy	field,	old	field,	and	forest.
	 Explain	that	throughout	the	succession	process,	as	the	plant	types	
change,	the	animals	associated	with	those	plants	change	as	well.

LIFE OF A TREE
		 15	Minutes

		 Walk	up	the	trail	into	the	forest	and	stop	at	a	spot	that	is	fairly	level,	
allowing	the	students	to	spread	out.	Explain	that	to	help	their	under-
standing	of	plant	life	in	the	forest,	they	will	be	using	their	imaginations.	
How	might	it	feel	to	be	one	of	these	plants?	Tell	them	that	you	are	going	
to	read	them	a	short	story	about	what	it	might	be	like	to	be	one	tree.	Ask	
the	students	to	sit	in	a	comfortable	spot	where	they	can	hear	the	story.	
Read	the	story	slowly	so	that	they	may	imagine	each	event	unfurling	
fully.

Life of a Tree
Relax.	Let	your	whole	body	go	limp.	It	may	be	helpful	to	

close	your	eyes.	Imagine	that	all	of	you	are	seeds	that	have	
floated	to	the	ground	after	being	tossed	and	carried	by	the	
wind.	You	are	lying	on	the	ground,	feeling	the	warm	sum-
mer	sun	streaming	onto	the	forest	floor	and	the	frequent	
Smoky	Mountain	rains	bathing	you.	After	awhile,	some-
thing	begins	to	happen	inside	you.	You	stretch	a	small	root	

Wrap Up

Lead In
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into	the	soil,	and	at	the	same	time,	you	reach	toward	the	
sun	with	a	small	green	sprout.	There	isn’t	much	time.	You	
grow	quickly,	spreading	and	pushing	your	roots	through	
the	ground	and	reaching	your	young	leaves	toward	the	
sun.	Soon	the	nights	become	cooler,	the	air	dryer.	Your	
youthful	growth	spurt	slows.	Leaves	from	the	trees	tow-
ering	above	begin	to	fall	all	around	you	and	some	on	top	
of	you.	The	leaves	are	soon	topped	with	snow.	It	is	time	
to	stop	and	rest	during	the	long	winter.	You	soon	may	be	
covered	and	protected	from	the	dry	winter	air	by	a	blanket	
of	snow.
In	time,	the	days	begin	to	get	longer.	The	snow	that	once	

blanketed	you	begins	to	melt	away.	You	now	see	light	and	
the	days	are	getting	longer.	It	is	a	glorious	spring!	It	makes	
you	feel	so	good	that	you	once	again	begin	to	stretch	your	
young	branches	toward	the	sky.	Leaves	pop	out	on	small	
twigs	along	your	branches,	and	you	grow	straight	and	
upright.	Your	trunk	begins	to	expand	and	get	fatter.	You	
sway	in	the	breezes,	enjoy	the	spring	sunshine,	and	feel	
the	coolness	of	the	rain.
Many	seasons	pass,	and	you	continue	to	grow	up	and	

up.	You	produce	seeds	year	after	year	that	are	taken	by	the	
wind	to	be	planted	elsewhere.	Soon	you	are	surrounded	
by	many	of	your	own	offspring.	Eventually	only	a	few	
trees	are	taller	than	you.	One	day	a	fierce	wind	blows	
many	of	your	leaves	away	and	bends	you	more	than	ever	
before.	Several	of	your	smaller	branches	break	off.	Other	
mature	trees	around	you	fall.	Heavy	rain	falls	on	your	up-
per	branches,	then	runs	down	your	trunk	and	into	the	soil	
where	you	soak	it	up	with	your	roots.
Many	more	seasons	pass,	and	you	grow	very	old.	Now	

you	can	see	high	above	all	the	other	trees.	Your	bark	
cracks	as	your	trunk	grows	very	thick.	Some	of	your	older	
branches	are	dead.	Animals	often	drill	holes	in	them	for	
homes.	Breezes	blow,	storms	are	endured,	season	after	sea-
son.	One	strong	wind	tears	some	of	your	branches	off,	then	
a	big	gust	of	wind	hits	you	and	with	a	loud	crash	your	
enormous	trunk	comes	smashing	to	the	ground.	Your	roots	
have	been	ripped	from	the	ground	and	within	a	few	days	
your	trunk	begins	to	rot.	In	the	meantime,	those	young	
saplings	who	have	been	waiting	in	your	shade	begin	the	
race	to	fill	the	hole	you	left	in	the	canopy.	As	the	seasons	
progress,	fungi	start	to	grow	on	you,	and	many	insects	dig	
in	your	dead	flesh.	Woodpeckers	find	the	rotting	wood	of	
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your	trunk	an	easy	place	to	drill	for	food,	and	they	help	to	
break	you	apart.	After	many	years	have	passed,	you	are	
mostly	rotted	and	have	turned	back	to	soil.	From	this	new,	
fertile	soil,	young	seeds	begin	to	grow,	and	the	cycle	of	the	
forest	starts	again.

		 Explain	that	all	living	things	eventually	die,	but	the	wonderful	part	
is	that,	just	as	in	the	story,	death	in	the	forest	provides	for	rebirth.	All	
around	are	examples	of	how	the	forest	replants	itself.	The	students	will	
discover	those	examples	as	they	hike.	You	can	mention	to	the	students	
that	their	bodies	are	not	unlike	the	tree	in	that	the	nutrients	that	make	
up	their	bodies	came	from	the	earth	and	they	are	probably	not	the	first	
to	use	them!

SHOW ME
		 15	Minutes

		 After	hiking	up	the	trail	for	about	five	minutes,	stop	at	a	wide	place	
along	the	trail	to	explain	to	the	students	that	they	are	going	to	discover	
how	the	forest	takes	care	of	itself.	The	students	are	each	going	to	find	
examples	of	birth,	life,	and	death.

	 Teacher’s Note:	This	can	also	be	done	as	you	walk	along	the	trail.

		 Tell	the	students	that	each	of	them	is	to	find	an	example	of	birth	
in	the	forest,	life	in	the	forest,	and	death	in	the	forest.	It	may	help	to	
discuss	quickly	one	example	of	each	before	you	send	them	out.	(e.g.,	
“birth”:	‘helicopter‘	seeds	from	a	maple	tree,	sweetgum	ball	seeds,	pine	
cones,	sourwood	bells;	“life”:	green	leaves,	new	buds,	green	shoots,	
new-growth	pine	needles,	sprouts;	“death”:	dead	leaves,	stumps,	fallen	
logs)
	 Remind	the	students	that	this	is	a	national	park	and	the	picking	of	
live	plants	is	prohibited.	“Finding”	does	not	always	mean	“collecting.”
	 Send	the	students	off	the	trail	to	find	their	treasures,	explaining	that	
they	need	to	stay	within	sight	and	hearing	distance.	
	 After	about	10	minutes	of	searching,	call	the	students	back	into	a	
large	group	to	share	their	discoveries.
	 What	types	of	seeds	did	the	students	find?	Can	they	match	the	seeds	
to	the	parent	trees?	Why	might	one	tree’s	seeds	be	larger	than	another’s?	
(A	seed	will	be	smaller	if	it	is	windblown	and	larger	if	it	is	dependent	
upon	animal	carriers	for	seed	dispersal.)
	 What	examples	of	life	did	they	find?	Why	would	one	tree’s	leaves	be	
larger	than	another’s?	Why	might	the	same	tree	have	leaves	of	different	

Wrap Up

Lead In
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sizes?	(Some	trees	grow	best	in	shady	conditions	but	must	increase	their	
leaf	surface	area	to	capture	the	available	light	for	food	production.)
	 What	examples	of	death	did	they	find?	Were	there	any	living	plants	
around?	How	can	death	be	a	good	thing	in	the	forest?	(It	provides	nour-
ishment	by	replacing	minerals	into	the	soil	through	decomposition.)

	 Discuss	how	the	birth,	life,	death	and	rebirth	occurrences	represent	a	
cycle.	Human	intervention	can	have	negative	effects	on	the	forest	cycle,	
but	if	left	alone,	the	forest	will	continue	to	mature.
	 Hike	a	bit	more	and	continue	to	observe	the	forest	in	the	various	
stages	of	its	cycle.

COMMUNITY FIND
		 15	Minutes

		 As	you	hike	down	the	trail,	explain	that	all	native	plants	and	animals	
in	an	area	are	part	of	the	forest	community.	Each	has	a	role	and	is	an	
integral	part	of	its	environment.	This	makes	up	a	community.	This	idea	
has	been	mentioned	several	times.	Now	the	students	will	investigate	the	
forest	to	find	that	community.	In	order	to	understand	what	forest	com-
munities	are,	first	examine	human	communities.	Ask	the	students	if	any	
of	them	live	in	a	community.

	 Stop	in	an	area	where	the	students	can	easily	walk	off-trail.	Ask	them	
to	list	some	of	the	things	that	make	up	a	community.	Have	everyone	
discuss	as	a	group	the	items	a	town	or	city	has,	or	relate	this	to	their	
hometown	or	neighborhood.	Give	an	example	or	two.	After	a	few	min-
utes	of	discussion,	hand	out	cards	with	the	following	list	to	teams	of	two	
or	three.

	 Send	each	group	out	to	try	to	identify	the	natural	item	that	corre-
sponds	to	the	one	on	the	list.	(A	dead	log	can	provide	a	good	opportu-
nity	for	community	observation	using	hand	lenses.)
	 Set	boundaries	on	areas	for	exploration	to	find	the	items.	Tell	groups	

Wrap Up

Lead In
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•	 inhabitants
•	 apartments
•	 traffic
•	 plumbing
•	 factories
•	 streets

•	 restaurants
•	 stores
•	 energy	source
•	 garbage	collection
•	 transportation
•	 communication	system
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to	write	down	the	examples	they	find.	Set	a	time	limit	(10-15	minutes)	
for	returning	to	the	group.	It	is	all	right	if	some	groups	do	not	finish.

	 Bring	the	group	together	to	share	their	findings.	Discuss	how	the	
natural	community	uses	the	things	listed	to	work	together	and	live	in-
terdependently.

PLANT PERSONIFICATION
		 20	Minutes

		 Hike	along	the	trail	for	another	five	to	ten	minutes.	Tell	the	students	
that	they	have	seen	what	a	forest	looks	like	and	some	of	the	things	that	
can	happen	in	a	forest.	They	will	now	think	about	individual	trees	in	the	
forest	community.	Ask	the	students	how	they	would	feel	if	they	were	a	
tree	in	a	gentle	breeze,	or	a	violent	wind	storm.

	 Put	the	students	in	pairs,	and	give	each	pair	a	card.	The	cards	will	
say:

	

	 Have	the	students	pair	up	and	act	out	how	a	tree	or	forest	might	feel	
in	the	situation	described	on	their	card.	They	may	use	sound	effects	but	
no	words.	The	rest	of	the	students	will	try	to	guess	what	the	situation	
is.	As	each	student	finishes,	let	him	or	her	describe	how	she	or	he	might	
have	felt	as	a	tree	in	that	situation.

Wrap Up

Lead In
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•	 gentle	breeze
•	 woodpecker	drilling
•	 deer	eating	leaves
•	 gentle	rain
•	 snowstorm
•	 forest	fire
•	 drought
•	 rainstorm	with	thunder	

and	lightning

•	 violent	wind	storm
•	 squirrel	running	up	your	

trunk
•	 birds	nesting	in	your	

branches
•	 person	carving	on	your	

bark
•	 person	planting	you
•	 person	cutting	you	down
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ANIMALS IN THE FOREST
		 20	Minutes

		 This	activity	will	be	done	while	hiking.	Prepare	students	by	explain-
ing	that	they	know	some	things	about	interactions	in	the	forest.	There	
are	more	things	out	here	than	just	plants.	What	else	makes	up	the	for-
est	community?	(animals,	such	as	the	earthworms,	shrews,	and	hawks)	
What	is	this	interaction	called?	(food	chain	or	food	web)	Tell	the	stu-
dents	they	will	need	to	be	good	observers	for	the	next	activity.

	 Ask	the	students	what	kinds	of	animals	inhabit	the	forest	around	
them.	Will	they	see	any	of	them?	What	evidence	can	they	look	for	that	
will	tell	them	an	animal	has	been	there?	(e.g.,	a	hole	that	something	
might	use	for	a	home,	tracks,	manure	or	scat,	bear	scratches	on	trees,	
chewed	leaves	or	nuts,	trails,	etc.)	Tell	the	students	to	walk	quietly	along	
the	trail	while	looking	for	animals	or	animal	signs.
	 After	walking	for	10	minutes,	stop	and	recount	the	signs	they	have	
seen.	If	no	signs	have	been	seen,	talk	about	some	possible	reasons	why:

•	 Many	animals	are	asleep	during	the	day,	especially	mammals.
•	 Winter	is	a	hibernating	time	for	some	animals.
•	 Animals	try	to	camouflage	themselves	for	protection;	they	do	not	

want	to	be	found.
•	 The	group	may	be	too	noisy.

	 They	know	that	animals	are	here;	in	what	ways	do	animals	depend	
on	the	forest	community?

•	 They	find	something	to	eat	here	(food	and	water).
•	 They	live	here	(shelter,	air,	and	space).
•	 They	raise	their	families	here.

	 The	animals	depend	upon	many	things	in	the	forest	community;	
what	do	they	contribute?

•	 They	are	food	for	other	predators.
•	 Some	insects	provide	pollination	for	the	continuation	of	the					

forest.
•	 Each	animal	is	a	“population	control”	for	the	plant	or	animal	it	

eats.
•	 When	animals	die,	their	bodies	give	back	nutrients	into	the	earth	

and	become	soil	again.
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•	 Some	organisms	help	larger	things	decompose	and	turn	back	to	

soil.
•	 Many	animals	help	disperse	plant	seeds.

	 (Any	answer	given	is	right,	so	try	to	tie	them	in	with	some	of	the	
ideas	above.)

	 Reiterate	the	definition	of	community.	Does	the	definition	agree	with	
what	you	have	talked	about	so	far?	(If	not,	keep	adding	to	the	definition	
until	it	does.)

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
EARTHWORMS, SHREWS, AND OWLS
		 25	Minutes

		 An	open	area	is	needed	for	this	activity.	Remind	the	students	that	
a	community	consists	of	all	of	the	living	members	of	the	forest.	These	
members	each	contribute	to	a	food	chain.	What	is	a	food	chain?	(the	
transfer	of	energy	in	the	form	of	food	from	one	organism	to	the	next	
by	the	process	of	eating	and	being	eaten)	Explain	that	the	food	chain	
they	will	be	making	today	is	one	that	they	might	find	here	in	this	forest:	
earthworms,	shrews,	and	owls.

	 Divide	the	students	into	three	equal	groups.	Assign	each	group	to	be	
earthworms,	shrews,	or	owls.	Make	sure	that	each	student	knows	which	
animal	he	or	she	is	playing.
	 Define	boundaries	to	create	a	playing	area.	Set	the	boundaries	fairly	
close	together.
	 Explain	that	when	the	game	starts,	the	earthworms	will	try	to	collect	
food	(ten	dead	leaves)	within	the	boundary	that	you	set.	The	shrews	
will	try	to	“eat”	the	earthworms	by	tagging	them.	The	shrews	must	tag	
three	earthworms	in	order	to	survive.	When	a	shrew	tags	a	worm,	the	
shrew	takes	the	worm’s	collected	leaves	and	the	worm	leaves	the	game.
	 An	owl	survives	by	“eating”	two	shrews.	When	an	owl	tags	a	shrew,	
the	owl	takes	the	shrew’s	collected	food	and	adds	it	to	his	or	her	own;	
the	shrew	leaves	the	game.
	 Emphasize	that	worms	can	feed	only	on	the	dead	leaves	on	the	
ground	by	picking	one	leaf	at	a	time.	Shrews	can	feed	only	on	earth-
worms,	and	owls	can	feed	only	on	shrews.	Animals	that	are	eaten	must	
wait	on	the	sidelines	for	the	next	round.
	 Announce	that	the	round	will	last	three	minutes	or	until	all	of	one	
kind	of	animal	is	eaten,	whichever	comes	first.	Survivors	of	each	round	
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are	those	animals	who	have	obtained	enough	food	to	live.
	 Discuss	the	results	of	the	first	round,	and	ask	students	if	they	
thought	that	they	had	begun	with	a	balanced	food	chain.	Why	or	why	
not?
	 Ask	them	to	begin	another	round	with	different	numbers	of	earth-
worms,	shrews,	and	owls.	Repeat	until	the	students	feel	that	they	have	a	
balanced	food	chain.

	 What	might	happen	if	there	were	not	enough	food	for	the	worms?	
If	there	were	no	earthworms,	what	might	happen	to	the	shrew	popula-
tion?	The	owl	population?	Did	natural	obstacles	(logs,	stumps,	etc.)	help	
some	of	the	animals	evade	capture?
	 Explain	that	what	they	have	just	acted	out	is	a	food	chain.	Help	the	
students	to	define	this	term.	(The	transfer	of	energy	in	the	form	of	food	
that	gets	passed	from	one	organism	to	another.)

THE LORAX
		 20	Minutes

		 Read	the	book	The	Lorax	by	Dr.	Seuss.	It	can	be	read	on	the	trail	but	
is	a	good	concluding	activity	to	remind	everyone	of	the	importance	of	
working	together,	thinking	ahead,	and	taking	care	of	forest	communi-
ties.	If	the	group	is	an	active	one,	they	may	want	to	act	out	the	play	“im-
promptu”	as	it	is	being	read,	making	appropriate	sound	effects,	hand	
and	body	motions;	just	ad-libbing!	

	 After	the	reading	of	this	book,	open	up	discussion	and	questions.	
Some	suggestions:

•	 Who	was	the	Lorax?	Did	it	remind	them	of	anyone	they	know	or	
have	seen?	Was	it	a	bad	character?

•	 Who	was	the	Once-ler?	Did	it	remind	them	of	anyone?	Was	it	a	
bad	character?

•	 How	could	the	Lorax	and	the	Once-ler	have	communicated	bet-
ter?

•	 Was	there	anyone	else	involved	in	this	situation?
•	 Why	did	the	animals	leave?
•	 How	does	this	story	relate	to	people?	Does	it	remind	them	of	

anything	happening	in	the	real	world?
•	 What	can	people	do	to	help	save	forests,	the	animals,	and	the	

natural	community	from	things	like	factories,	farming,	shopping	
centers,	housing	developments?
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•	 Is	the	building	of	factories	or	farms	always	bad?	How	can	people	

compromise?
•	 Do	they	think	those	compromises	might	have	an	effect	on	their	

lifestyles?
•	 What	kind	of	changes	would	they	be	willing	to	make	or	accept?

	 This	book	can	prompt	a	discussion	on	almost	any	subject	concerning	
the	environment.	It	may	help	to	encourage	the	students	to	discuss	cur-
rent	events,	conservation,	recycling,	environmental	issues,	population,	
and	wants	versus	needs.

	 Review	the	lesson	concepts	with	the	students.	How	do	forests	change	
over	time?	What	are	some	of	the	organisms	that,	along	with	trees,	make	
up	a	forest	community?	Can	changes	affecting	one	community	member	
have	an	effect	on	other	members?	Why	is	it	important	to	preserve	for-
ests?	Remember,	there	is	a	lot	that	goes	on	in	the	life	of	the	forests!

DEAD LOG SUCCESSION
		 20	Minutes

		 Stop	in	an	area	with	many	rotting	logs	and	ask	the	students	what	
role	they	think	logs	play	in	the	life	of	a	tree.	Are	logs	important?

	 Divide	the	students	into	partners	or	small	groups,	making	sure	each	
group	has	a	piece	of	paper	and	something	to	write	with.	Hand	each	
group	a	magnifying	glass	and	a	“Dead	Log	Succession”	worksheet	and	
tell	them	to	pick	someone	in	the	group	to	write	the	answers	from	the	
sheet	on	their	own	paper.	Establish	boundaries	and	have	each	group	
find	a	log	to	investigate.	Students	should	take	care	not	to	destroy	habi-
tat,	but	otherwise	are	encouraged	to	make	close	observations.	Once	a	
group	has	finished	with	one	log,	they	may	find	another	as	time	permits.

	 Gather	the	students	back	together	and	have	them	share	some	of	their	
observations.	Ask	them	again	what	a	log’s	role	is	in	the	life	of	a	tree.	
Have	any	of	their	ideas	changed	after	having	a	chance	to	inspect	the	
logs?
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IDENTIFYING TREES WITH A KEY
		 35	Minutes

		 Go	to	one	of	the	areas	where	trees	have	been	tagged	for	this	activity	
(check	with	Tremont	staff).	Tell	the	students	that	now	they	are	going	to	
use	the	characteristics	which	they	have	been	looking	at	to	identify	some	
trees.
	 Explain	that	they	are	going	to	learn	how	to	use	a	simple	key	which	is	
like	a	puzzle	which,	when	followed	correctly,	can	unlock	the	identity	of	
an	individual	tree.	Pass	out	the	tree	keys.	(If	there	are	no	leaves	on	the	
trees,	make	sure	you	are	using	the	winter	key.)
	 Explain	to	the	students	that	not	all	the	types	of	trees	in	the	Smokies	
are	in	this	key,	so	they	will	be	restricted	to	using	the	marked	trees	along	
the	trail.	Have	the	group	search	for	a	tree	with	a	marker	to	use	as	an	
example.
	 Explain	to	the	students	that	the	key	is	set	up	as	a	series	of	paired	
statements;	the	user	must	read	them	and	decide	which	one	is	the	most	
true	for	the	individual	tree	they	are	trying	to	identify.	At	the	end	of	the	
most	true	statement	should	be	a	number	indicating	where	to	go	next	in	
the	key.	If	they	follow	the	key	carefully,	they	should	be	led	to	the	name	
of	that	specific	tree.
	 Using	one	tree	as	an	example,	go	through	the	key	with	input	from	
the	group.	Do	this	until	you	feel	that	most	of	them	understand	how	the	
key	works.

	 Tell	the	students	that	they	will	now	work	in	pairs	to	see	how	many	
trees	they	can	identify.	Each	pair	should	properly	identify	at	least	two	
trees.	(You	can	see	which	pairs	can	identify	the	most	trees	in	a	certain	
period	of	time,	or	challenge	the	group	to	find	examples	of	10	different	
trees	within	the	key.)
	 Allow	the	students	to	go	to	work,	coming	to	you	with	questions	or	
their	answers.	The	teacher/naturalist	with	your	group	will	tag	several	
trees	for	your	group’s	students	to	identify	and	give	you	an	answer	key	
to	assist	you	with	their	identification.	

		 Gather	the	group	together	and	ask	if	they	are	now	able	to	recog-
nize	more	characteristics	of	trees	than	they	could	before.	Tell	them	that	
there	are	keys	for	animals,	plants	and	all	kinds	of	things,	and	that	it	can	
be	fun	learning	to	identify	the	individuals	within	a	community.	Great	
Smoky	Mountains	National	Park	has	a	project	called	the	All	Taxa	Bio-
diversity	Inventory.	The	goal	of	this	project	is	to	identify	and	list	every	
single	living	species	in	the	entire	park.	One	of	the	reasons	this	land	is	
protected	is	because	it	has	such	high	biodiversity—it	is	believed	that	
there	are	over	100,000	different	species	of	living	things	in	the	park.	Over	
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125	of	these	species	are	trees,	which	is	more	species	than	grow	in	all	of	
northern	Europe.

CAMOUFLAGE
		 20	Minutes

		 The	students	have	seen	how	vegetation	differs	widely	on	various	
forest	levels.	Explain	to	them	that	because	it	varies,	it	not	only	provides	
food	for	different	animals	but	it	provides	shelter	as	well.	For	the	vegeta-
tion	to	provide	effective	shelter,	animals	need	to	be	able	to	blend	in,	or	
be	camouflaged,	with	their	environment.	Tell	the	students	that	they	are	
going	to	have	the	opportunity	to	try	to	camouflage	themselves	with	the	
vegetation	around	them	in	a	game	they	are	going	to	play.

	 Choose	one	observant	person	who	will	try	to	spot	the	other	students	
once	they	have	had	sufficient	time	in	which	to	camouflage	themselves.	
Have	this	person	sit	down	and	count	to	50	with	both	eyes	closed.	Tell	
everyone	else	in	the	group	that	they	can	walk	a	total	of	no	more	than	25	
paces	away	from	this	person.	They	need	to	find	a	place	somewhere	in	
this	distance	to	camouflage	themselves,	and	everyone	must	be	able	to	
see	the	‘spotter’	at	all	times.
	 Explain	that	the	spotter,	upon	reaching	the	count	of	50,	will	remain	
seated	with	eyes	closed	and	call	out,	“Is	everyone	ready?”	Stress	that	no	
one	should	answer	and	give	away	their	hiding	place	unless	they	are	not	
ready	and	are	still	moving	about.
	 When	there	is	no	response	to	the	question,	the	spotter	can	open	his	
or	her	eyes	and	stand	up.	Other	than	turning	around	in	a	circle,	the	
spotter	cannot	move	from	this	point.
	 From	this	vantage	point,	the	spotter	tries	to	locate	the	other	students.	
Once	discovered,	a	student	must	come	out	of	his	or	her	hiding	place	and	
quietly	watch	the	rest	of	the	game.
	 When	no	more	students	can	be	seen,	have	the	spotter	close	his	or	her	
eyes	and	count	again,	while	the	students	that	have	not	been	found	move	
in	closer	and	hide	again.	Repeat	the	cycle	until	all	students	are	found.
	 Depending	on	time,	you	may	be	able	to	give	other	students	a	chance	
to	be	spotters.

	 Discuss	which	students	were	the	easiest	and	hardest	to	see.	Why?	
In	nature,	who	benefits	from	the	ability	to	camouflage	themselves?	
Can	you	identify	some	ways	in	which	animals	camouflage	themselves?	
(colors,	shape,	size,	etc.)	Vegetation	not	only	provides	animals	with	food	
and	lodging;	it	can	provide	protection	as	well.
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COMMUNITY FIND CARDS
	
	 Make	multiple	copies	of	this	sheet	to	have	the	number	of	cards	you	
need.

Inhabitants Factories

Restaurants
		

Stores

Plumbing Apartments

Transportation Traffic

Communication	
system Energy	source

Garbage	
collection Streets
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Plant Personification Cards
	
	 Make	multiple	copies	of	this	sheet	to	have	the	number	of	cards	you	
need.

gentle	breeze person
planting	you

gentle	rain violent	wind

deer	eating	leaves snowstorm

birds	nesting	in	
your	branches drought

woodpecker
drilling forest	fire

person	carving
on	your	back

squirrel	running	up
your	trunk	(s)

rainstorm person	cutting
you	down

thunder/lightning

Life in the Forest Resources
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Dead Log Succession

	 Find	a	dead	log	which	is	either	a	standing	dead	tree,	or	a	newly	fallen	tree,	or	a	log	rotten	
inside	but	hard	outside,	or	a	completely	rotten	log.	Observe	your	log	from	a	distance	for	30	
seconds	making	sure	you	do	not	see	any	yellow	jacket	activity.	If	there	are	not	yellow	jackets,	
proceed	with	the	following	questions.

•	 Why	do	you	think	your	log	is	dead?	

•	 How	much	sunlight	does	your	log	get?	

•	 What	types	of	plants	are	growing	around	your	log?	(shrubs,	grass,	trees,	seedling	
trees)	

•	 What	is	the	soil	like?	(heavy	leaf	litter,	sand,	clay,	gravel)	

•	 Are	there	plants	growing	on	your	log?	What	types?	(moss,	ferns,	seedling	trees)	

•	 Are	there	other	organisms	growing	on	your	log?	What	types	(mushrooms,	lichens,	
mold)	

•	 How	much	of	the	log’s	surface	is	covered	with	plants?	

•	 How	long	would	you	estimate	that	your	log	has	been	laying	on	the	ground?	

•	 If	possible,	remove	some	bark	and	a	chunk	from	your	log—are	there	any	organisms	
living	under	it?	Can	you	identify	them	using	a	field	guide?	

•	 If	possible,	move	your	log.	Can	you	identify	different	organisms	living	under	your	
log?	

•	 Would	you	consider	your	log	a	living	community?	Why	or	why	not?	

•	 Is	your	log	an	example	of	birth,	life	or	death?	Could	you	find	examples	of	all	three?	

•	 Why	is	this	dead	log	important	in	this	forest	community?

	 Return	your	log	to	its	original	position,	and	if	time	permits,	answer	the	above	questions	
for	a	log	in	a	different	stage	of	decay.
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Key to Trees of the Smokies—Tremont area (with leaves)
	
	 (Starting	at	#1,	decide	which	description	is	the	most	true	and	follow	to	the	number	indi-
cated.)

1A		If	the	tree	is	evergreen,	GO	TO	23
1B		If	the	tree	is	deciduous	(not	evergreen),	GO	TO	2

2A		If	the	leaves	are	compound	(more	than	one	leaflet),	GO	TO	3
2B		If	the	leaves	are	simple	(has	a	bud	or	bud	scar	at	stem	of	leaf),	GO	TO	6

3A		If	the	leaves	(not	leaflets)	or	leaf	scars	are	opposite,	GO	TO	4
3B		If	the	leaves	(not	leaflets)	or	leaf	scars	are	alternate,	GO	TO	5

4A		If	the	leaflets	come	out	from	a	central	point,	it	is	a	BUCKEYE
4B		If	the	leaflets	are	arranged	opposite	along	the	leaf	stem,	it	is	an	ASH

5A		If	end	leaflet	is	larger	than	the	others,	it	is	a	HICKORY
5B		If	the	leaflets	are	small	ovals	without	teeth,	it	is	a	BLACK LOCUST
5C		If	the	leaflets	are	similar-sized	and	have	more	than	nine	toothed	leaflets,	it	is	a	BLACK		
	 	WALNUT

6A		If	the	leaves	or	leaf	scars	are	opposite,	GO	TO	7
6B		If	the	leaves	or	leaf	scars	are	alternate,	GO	TO	9

7A		If	the	leaf	has	more	than	one	main	vein	coming	out	from	the	stem	(palmately	veined),		
	 	GO	TO	8
7B		If	the	leaf	has	a	central	vein	with	other	veins	curving	out	from	it,	it	is	a	DOGWOOD

8A		If	the	leaf	is	fairly	large	with	three	main	lobes	or	points,	and	the	bark	may	be	striped,	it	is		
	 	a	STRIPED MAPLE
8B		If	the	place	where	the	lobes	separate	is	V-shaped	and	leaf	stems	maybe	reddish,	it	is	a		
	 	RED MAPLE
8C		If	the	place	where	the	lobes	separate	is	U-shaped	and	it	looks	like	the	leaf	on	the	
	 	Canadian	flag,	it	is	a	SUGAR MAPLE

9A		If	the	leaf	is	lobed,	GO	TO	10
9B		If	the	leaf	is	heart-shaped	or	is	uneven	where	leaf	joins	stem,	GO	TO	13
9C		If	leaf	is	not	lobed	or	as	above,	GO	TO	14

10A		If	the	leaf	has	several	main	veins	coming	out	from	the	base	of	the	leaf	(palmately		 	
	 			veined),	GO	TO	11
10B		If	the	leaf	has	one	central	vein	that	the	other	veins	come	out	from,	GO	TO	20

Life in the Forest Resources
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11A		If	the	leaf	is	star-shaped,	it	is	a	SWEETGUM
11B		If	the	leaf	is	not	star-shaped	and	the	bark	may	be	peeling,	it	is	a	SYCAMORE
11C		If	leaves	are	not	like	above,	GO	TO	12

12A		If	there	are	three	shapes	of	leaves	on	the	tree,	some	with	two	lobes,	some	with	one,	and		
	 			some	with	none,	it	is	a	SASSAFRAS
12B		If	the	leaf	looks	like	the	tip	was	cut	off,	and	is	shaped	like	a	cat’s	head,	it	is	a	TULIP		
	 		TREE

13A		If	the	leaf	has	no	teeth	on	its	margin,	it	is	a	REDBUD
13B		If	the	leaf	has	teeth	on	its	margin,	it	is	a	BASSWOOD

14A		If	the	leaf	margin	has	teeth,	GO	TO	15
14B		If	the	leaf	margin	does	not	have	teeth,	GO	TO	22

15A		If	the	leaf	has	one	tooth	on	the	margin	for	each	vein,	GO	TO	16
15B		If	the	leaf	has	more	than	one	tooth	per	vein,	GO	TO	17

16A		If	the	buds	are	long	and	pointed	and	the	bark	is	smooth,	it	is	a	BEECH
16B		If	the	tree	is	not	as	above	and	the	leaf	is	over	4”	long,	it	is	an	AMERICAN CHESTNUT

17A		If	the	leaves	are	4”	or	longer,	GO	TO	18
17B		If	the	leaves	are	shorter	than	4”,	GO	TO	19

18A		If	leaves	are	light	green	and	taste	sour	when	chewed,	it	is	a	SOURWOOD
18B		If	leaves	are	wider	near	the	base,	it	is	a	SILVERBELL

19A		If	leaves	are	shiny,	it	is	a	BLACK CHERRY
19B		If	the	leaves	are	in	pairs	and	are	on	spur	shoots	that	stand	out	from	the	twigs,	it	is	a		
	 			BIRCH
19C		If	the	bark	is	smooth	and	muscular-looking,	it	is	a	MUSCLEWOOD	(other	possibilities		
	 			=	OILNUT,	SERVICEBERRY)

20A		If	the	leaf	is	large	and	has	lobes	only	at	the	base	of	the	leaf,	it	is	a	FRASER MAGNOLIA
20B		If	the	leaf	looks	like	the	tip	was	cut	off,	and	is	shaped	like	a	cat’s	head,	it	is	a	TULIP		
	 			TREE
20C	If	the	leaf	is	not	as	above,	GO	TO	21

21A		If	the	lobes	are	rounded,	it	is	a	WHITE	or	CHESTNUT OAK
21B		If	the	lobes	are	pointed,	it	is	a	RED	or	BLACK OAK
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22A		If	the	leaf	is	pointed	at	the	tip	but	not	at	the	base,	it	is	a	BLACKGUM
22B		If	the	leaf	is	pointed	at	the	tip	and	the	base,	is	more	of	a	shrub	than	a	tree,	and	leaves		
	 			have	a	citrus	smell	when	crushed,	it	is	a	SPICEBUSH	(other	possibilities	=	
	 			MAGNOLIA,	PERSIMMON,	MOUNTAIN LAUREL,	or	RHODODENDRON)

23A		If	tree	has	leaves,	not	needles,	GO	TO	24
23B		If	tree	has	needles,	GO	TO	25

24A		If	it	has	prickles	on	the	leaf	margin,	it	is	a	HOLLY
24B		If	leaves	are	light	green	and	shorter	than	3”,	it	is	a	MOUNTAIN LAUREL
24C		If	leaves	are	dark	green	and	longer	than	3”,	it	is	a	RHODODENDRON

25A		If	it	has	five	needles	in	a	group,	it	is	a	WHITE PINE
25B		If	it	has	needles	1/2”	or	shorter	in	length,	it	is	a	HEMLOCK
25C		If	needles	are	not	as	above,	GO	TO	26

26A		If	needles	are	in	groups	of	3,	it	is	a	PITCH PINE
26B		If	needles	are	in	groups	of	2	with	small	cones	and	needles	that	are	twisted,	it	is	a	
	 			VIRGINIA PINE
26C		If	needles	are	in	groups	of	2	(may	be	some	in	3s)	with	2”	flexible	needles,	it	is	a	
	 			SHORT LEAF PINE
26D		If	needles	are	in	groups	of	2	and	has	large	bristly	cones,	it	is	a	TABLE MOUNTAIN		
	 			PINE
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